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INTRODUCTION
In this paper we continue our previous study of the extension problem
for modules in the case of Hopf Galois extensions. Let H be a Hopf
algebra over a field k, let ArB be a faithfully flat H-Galois extension, and
 .let M, m be a right B-module. We suppose that all of them are k-vector
spaces of finite dimension. We say that there exists an A-extension of M if
 .there exists a k-linear map m: M m A ª M, such that M, m is a rightk
 .  .A-module, and m m m b s m m m b , ;m g M, ;b g B.
w xIn 8 for an algebraically closed field k, a cocommutative Hopf algebra
H, and a simple stable B-module M we have shown that the extension
problem is equivalent to the vanishing of a certain 2-cohomology class in
2 .H H, k , and moreover, the set of isomorphism classes of A-extensions is
1 .in one-to-one correspondence with H H, k . Here, k is an H-module
algebra with trivial action, and the cohomology groups are defined as in
w x16 . The purpose of this paper is to prove these results for any field, not
only for algebraically closed ones.
In the first section we shall prove some results which will help us to
reduce our problem to the case of a simple ring B. First of all, we shall
prove that the right ideal generated by the annihilator I of M is a
two-sided ideal of A and a right coideal, so ArIA is a comodule algebra.
Next, we shall prove that its coinvariant subalgebra is isomorphic with
BrI, and the extension ArAI : BrI is faithfully flat H-Galois. Moreover,
there exists an A-extension for M if and only if there exists an ArAI-ex-
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tension for the BrI-module M. We remark that BrI is a simple ring,
 .  .being isomorphic with End M , where D s End M .D D B B
In the second section, we shall study the properties of an H-Galois
extension ArB, with B a simple ring. In particular, we shall show that
such extensions are always H-crossed products, that is, there exists a
)-invertible total integral t: H ª A. Then, we prove that A and E m
 .  .M k are isomorphic as comodule algebras, where n s dim M , andn D
 .E s End M m A . As a corollary we shall deduce that the GaloisA B
structures of A and E give the same Ulbrich]Miyashita action on the
center Z of B. Let K be a field extension of k, which is contained in the
center of A, and let R be a simple subalgebra of B. We end this section
proving that the centralizer of R in A is an H-Galois extension of the
 .centralizer of R in B see Theorem 2.4 .
If F is the fixed field of the Ulbrich]Miyashita action on Z we shall say
that the Clifford obstruction is defined if there exists and it is unique up
.to conjugacy in D a central division algebra over F, say D , such that0
D , Z m D . For such a division algebra we shall define V rZ to be theF 0 M
centralizer of D in E. From Theorem 2.4, V is an H-crossed product.0 M
w xAs Z is commutative, using the results of 8 , we shall associated to VM
2 .the ``Clifford obstruction'' v g H H, Z . The connection between vM M
and the extension problem is studied in our main results Theorems 3.7
.and 3.8 . Finally, we shall prove that for a large enough class of pointed
 .Hopf algebras the Clifford obstruction is defined Theorem 3.10 .
w xAs a final remark, in the particular case H s k G , G a finite group, we
obtain Hopf algebraic proofs of some well known results concerning
strongly graded rings and the extension problem for these rings. For the
w xgraded case see 3, 10 .
Prerequisites and notation. Let k be a field. We suppose that all the
k-vector spaces will be of finite dimension. The sign m will always denote
m . If R is any ring and S is a subring we shall denote the centralizer of Sk
S  < 4in R by R , i.e., the set r g R rs s sr, ;s g S . The center of R will be
 .denoted Z R . If R is a ring let M be the category of right R-modules.R
 .Let H, M, m, D, « , S be a Hopf algebra over k. We shall use Sweedler's
notation
D h s h m h . .  1 2
Let A be a comodule algebra if r : A ª A m H gives the comoduleA
.structure on A, then r is a homomorphism of algebras . Let B denoteA
 <  . 4the subalgebra of coinvariant elements, i.e., the set a g A r a s a m 1 .A
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A right A-module N which is a right comodule via m : N ª N m HN
such that
m ma s m m r a , ;m g N , ;a g A .  .  .N N A
will be called a right Hopf module. We shall denote the category of right
Hopf modules by M H. We shall say that a k-linear map f : N ª N XA
is a homomorphism of Hopf modules if it is right A-linear and right H-
H w x Hcolinear. If M g M then M m A g M ; cf. 11 . The category M isB B A A
defined similarly.
We recall that the extension ArB is called H-Galois if the canonical
map
b : A m A ª A m H , b x m y s xr y , ; x , y g A .  .B B A
is bijective. For the definition and the properties of H-Galois extensions
w xsee 11 .
Throughout this paper ArB is a faithfully flat H-Galois extension, and
M is a simple right B-module which is stable, i.e., there exists a right
B-linear and right H-colinear isomorphism M m A , M m H. The mainB
aim of the next section is to show that we may suppose that B is a simple
ring.
1. REDUCTION TO THE CASE OF SIMPLE RINGS
H  .Let N g M and let E denote the ring End N . We defineA A
a : E ª Hom N , N m H , a f x s f x m f x S x , .  .  .  .  .  .r A r 0 0 10 1
i : E m H ª Hom N , N m H , i f m h x s f x m h. .  .  .  .A
Since H is finite dimensional i is bijective. We put r : E ª E m H,E
y1  .r s i ( a . It is well known that E, r is an H-comodule algebra, andE r E
H  w x. HN g M see 8 . If N g M , for the definition of r , we must replaceE A E
the map a withr
a : E ª Hom N , N m H , a f x s f x m Sy1 x f x . .  .  .  .  .  .l A l 0 1 00 1
We return to the case N g M H. Let f be the canonical map from A toA
opp .  . .End N , f a x s xa, ;a g A, ; x g N.E
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LEMMA 1.1. f is a homomorphism of H-comodule algebras.
Proof. For x g N and a g A, we have
a f a x s f a x m Sy1 x f a x .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  0 1 00 1
s x a m Sy1 x x a s x a m Sy1 x x a .  .  .  . 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 10 1
s e x x a m a s xa m a . 1 0 0 1 0 1
s f a x m a s i f a m a x . .  .  .  . . 0 1 0 1
 . ..   . .It follows that a f a s i f a m a , so it is a homomorphism of0 1
right H-comodules. Thus it is also a homomorphism of comodule algebras.
 .COROLLARY 1.2. ann N is a subcomodule of A.A
 .  .Proof. Obviously, since ann N s Ker f .A
 . H  .Let I B be the set of right ideals of B, and let I A be the set of
right ideals of A, which are also right coideals.
 . H  .THEOREM 1.3. The map I B ª I A , which sends I to IA, is bijec-
ti¨ e.
 .Proof. Obviously, for I g I B , the right ideal of A generated by I is a
H  . w xright coideal, so IA g I A . By 11, Cor. 1.3.5 , for any right B-module
 .coH . M there exists a B-isomorphism M m A , M. In particular, dim IB
.coH .  .  . Hm A s dim I . The functor ] m A: M ª M is an equivalence,B B B A
 .coH .and F s ] is a right adjoint of it. Therefore, F is exact and we get
 .  .co H co Hdim AI F dim I m A s dim I . .  .  .B
 .coH .On the other hand, we can see easily that I : IA , so
 .co HI s IA , ;I g I B . 1 .  .  .
H  . coH .We now take J g I A and let us prove that J A s J. Since A g MB
w x coH .  .is flat, by 17, Thm. 2.1 , the map m: J m A ª J, m x m a s xa, is aB B
 .right B-isomorphism. Then J s Im m , so
J coH .A s J , ;J g I H A . 2 .  .
 .  .The theorem follows from 1 and 2 .
 .PROPOSITION 1.4. Let M be a stable right B-module. If I s ann MB
 .then IA is a two-sided ideal and IA s AI s ann M m A .A B
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 .Proof. If J s ann M m A , then J is a two-sided ideal and J gA B
H  .I A . It follows that
J coH . s J l B s ann M m A l B s ann M m A . .  .A B B B
Since A is stable, there exists a B-linear isomorphism M m A , M H ..B
 .  . coH .  .coH .Then ann M m A s ann M , hence J s I s IA . FromB B B
Theorem 1.3 it follows that J s IA. The antipode of H is bijective, so we
can define H opp, the Hopf algebra having the opposite multiplication and
the same comultiplication. The antipode of H opp is Sy1. Obviously, Aopp
is an H opp-comodule algebra via r , and Bopp is the subalgebra of itsA
coinvariant elements. Moreover, the extension Bopp : Aopp is H opp-Galois
and faithfully flat. As A and Aopp have the same coalgebra structure we
H opp opp.can regard J as an element of I A . If ) denotes the multiplication
on Aopp, then I) Aopp s AI, and
 .  opp.  opp.co H co H co HoppAI s AI s I) A s I. .  .  .
On the other hand, J coH
opp. s J coH . s I; therefore again using Theorem
opp1.3, I) A s J, or equivalently, AI s J.
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let I be an ideal of B such that AI s IA. Then there
 .coH .exists a structure of an H-comodule algebra on ArAI such that ArAI
, BrI and BrI : ArAI is a faithfully flat H-Galois extension.
Proof. Let us suppose that A is a right comodule via r . If J s AI andA
p: A ª ArJ is the canonical projection, there exists a unique map r :Ã
 .ArJ ª ArJ m H such that r ( p s p m I ( r. By a straightforwardÃ H
 . Hcomputation ArJ, r is an H-comodule algebra and ArJ g M . SinceÃ A
 .coH . J s IA, then ArJ , BrI m A as Hopf modules. Thus ArJ , BrIA
.coH .m A , BrI. Let us consider the canonical mapsB
b : A m A ª A m H , b x m y s xr y , .  .B B A
$Ã Ãb : ArJ m ArJ ª ArJ m H , b x m y s xy m y . .  .  . Ã Ã . Br I Br I 0 1
Ã .  .  .  .We have p m I ( b s b ( p m p ( a , where a : ArJ m ArJ ªH B B
Ã .  .ArJ m ArJ is the canonical map. Thus b is surjective, as b isBr I
bijective. It follows that the extension BrI : ArJ is H-Galois. The last
 .assertion holds as we have the natural isomorphism: ArJ m W , ABr I
m W, for any W g M.B Br I
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let M be a right B-module not necessarily simple and
.  .stable and let I s ann M . If AI is a two-sided ideal then there exists anB
A-extension of M if and only if there exists an ArAI-extension of the
BrI-module M.
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Proof. If there is an ArAI-extension, then by scalar restriction to A
via the canonical map we obtain an A-extension of M. Conversely, for any
 .  .A-extension M, m one has AI : ann M, m , so we can define a struc-A
ture of an ArAI-module on M.
 .Remark. Let D s End M . If M is a simple and stable right B-mod-B
 .ule, BrI , End M , therefore by Proposition 1.6 we may assume that BD
is a simple ring.
2. H-GALOIS EXTENSIONS OF SIMPLE RINGS
Throughout this section ArB is an H-Galois extension not necessarily
.faithfully flat , such that B is a simple ring. We recall that all k-algebras
 .are finite dimensional. Let K be a field extension of k, K : Z A , where
 .Z A is the center of A.
In this section we shall prove some properties of such an H-Galois
 .extension for example, that they are H-crossed products and we shall
study the centralizer of certain central K-algebras R, where R : B.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let ArB be an H-Galois extension such that B is
simple. Then A is an H-crossed product.
Proof. Let V be a simple right B-module. Then, for some p, B , V p
as right B-modules. We shall prove that A is a generator in M . Indeed,B
A g M , so A , V q, for some natural number q. Thus there exists aB
B-linear isomorphism from A p to B q; hence we obtain an epimorphism
defined on A p onto B. As B is a generator, it follows that A is also one.
w x UApplying 2, Thm. 2.2 , we get that B and A a H are Morita equivalent.
w xNow, the proposition follows from 2, Cor. 3.8 .
 .Let M be a simple right B-module and D s End M . The ring B isB
 .  .  .isomorphic with M D , where n s dim M . If E s End M m A andn D A B
w xM is stable, then ErD is an H-crossed product 8, Lemma 3.2 .
 .  .In the next theorem E m M k is a right H-comodule taking on M kn n
the trivial structure.
 .THEOREM 2.2. The comodule algebras A and E m M k are isomorphic.n
 .Proof. We denote the k-subalgebra M k : B by R, and let V be an
 .  .simple R-module. Since dim D m V s dim M , there exists a leftD D
 .D-isomorphism D m V , M. Therefore E m M , E m D m V , E mD D
V. Since ArB is an H-crossed product the strong structure theorem holds
 w x.  .coH .cf. 17, Thm. 2.10 , so the map M ª M m A , m ¬ m m 1 is anB B
isomorphism of right B-modules, and of course it is left D-linear. Simi-
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larly, E m N coH . , N for all N g M H, soD E
 .co HE m V , E m M , E m M m A , M m A .D D B B
isomorphisms in M H . .E
 .opp  .opp  .oppThus End M m A , End E m V , E m Hom V, V , EE B E k
 . X H  .  X.m M k . If N and N are two objects in M then End N , End Nn E E E
as comodule algebras. This implies that the comodule algebras End ME
.opp  .m A and E m M k are two isomorphic objects.B n
Since B is a simple ring, M is a progenerator in M ; then M m A is aB B
 .oppprogenerator in M . Using Morita duality, f : A ª End M m A ,A E B
 . .f x m m a s m m ax, is an isomorphism of algebras. By Lemma 1.1,B B
f is a homomorphism of comodule algebras, so the theorem is proved.
 .COROLLARY 2.3. E s End M m A may be identified with a subco-A B
module algebra of A, such that the centers of D and B are equal.
Proof. For example, we may identify E with the image of the composite
 .of the canonical inclusion E ª E m M k with the isomorphism A , En
 .m M k .n
 .THEOREM 2.4. If K is a field extension of k, K : Z A , and if R is a
central simple K-subalgebra of B, then AR is a subcomodule algebra and
ARrB R is an H-Galois extension.
Proof. The first assertion of the theorem is obvious. For the second, we
note that B R is a central simple Z-algebra, where Z is the center of B.
Indeed, Z m R is a central simple Z-algebra, hence ZR : B has theK
R Z R wsame properties. Thus B s B is a central simple Z-algebra 1, Thm.
x X opp  R.opp13, p. 53 . Let R be the K-algebra R m R m B . Since R mK K K
opp  . X  R.opp. XR , M K , for some p, it follows that R , M B , hence R isp p
 X . R Rsimple and Z R s Z. A is a K-algebra and RB s B R, hence we may
X  X . Xregard A as a left R -module with the operation r m r m b .a s rar b,K K
where r, rX g R, b g B, and a g A. Similarly, B is a left RX-module. Let
V X be a simple left RX-module. Thus V , V X p and B , V X q, for some p, q
natural numbers. On the other hand, A is an H-crossed product, so
d  .  .  .A , B , d s dim H . In particular, dim A s dim B d.
If we tensor ArB with R we obtain an H-Galois extension AXrBX
 . wthere is no coaction on the elements of R , therefore, we can apply 11,
x X XTheorem 3.6 to the right B -module B. For, the induced A -module is A
and the endomorphism rings are the centralizers of 2.4. Finally, B is a
Xstable module, as B is simple and dim A s dim B m H.
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3. CLIFFORD OBSTRUCTION TO EXTEND A SIMPLE MODULE
Throughout this section we shall assume that the Hopf algebra H is
cocommutati¨ e.
We shall keep the notation from the preceding section, so ArB is an
H-Galois extension with B a simple ring, M is a stable simple right
 .  .B-module, D s End M , and E s End M m A . Then the ring B isB A B
 .  .isomorphic with M D , where n s dim M . We shall denote the centern D
 .of B or of D by Z. We recall that the Schur index of the Z-central
 .1r2division algebra D is dim D . We shall denote it by m.Z
Since B is a simple ring ArB is an H-crossed product, so there exists a
total integral t : H ª A, which is invertible in convolution. Let ty1 :A A
 w x.H ª A be the inverse of t . It is well known cf. 4 that there exists aA
weak action m of H on B, given byA
m : H m B ª B , m h m b s t h bty1 h . .  .  .A A A 1 A 2
 . q .If R, v is a commutative H-module algebra we define H H, R to beR
 ? . ?. q .the qth cohomology group of the complex C H, R , d , where C H, R
is the set of all normalized )-invertible maps from Hmq to R, and d q:
q . qq1 .C H, R ª C H, R is defined by
qd u s v ( I m u ) u( m m ??? m I .  .  .R H H
y1) u ( I m m m I m ??? m I ) ??? .H H H
"1 .1w x) u ( I m I m ??? m I m m ) u m « , .H H H
y1 where m is the multiplication on H and u is the )-inverse of u. For
? . w x .the definition of H H, R see 16 .
LEMMA 3.1. If H is cocommutati¨ e, m induces a left H-module alge-A
.bra structure on Z. If we change the integral t we obtain the same H-moduleA
on Z.
 .Proof. If h g H, b g B let h.b s m h m b . We can see easily thatA
y1 .  .t h bt h g B, so for x g Z we haveA 1 A 2
t h xty1 h b s t h xty1 h bt h ty1 h .  .  .  .  .  . A 1 A 2 A 1 A 2 A 3 A 4
s t h ty1 h bt h xty1 h .  .  .  . A 1 A 2 A 3 A 4
s bt h xty1 h . .  . A 1 A 2
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It follows that the weak action of H on Z is well defined. To prove that
 .  . y1 .this is an H-module it is enough to remark that t h t k t h k gA 1 A 1 A 2 2
 w x.B, for any h, k g H see 4 . Thus
y1h. k . x s t h t k t h k h k . x .  .  .  .  . A 1 A 1 A 2 2 3 3
=t h k ty1 k ty1 h .  .  .A 4 4 A 5 A 5
y1 y1 y1s h k . x t h t k t h k t h k t k t h .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1 1 A 2 A 2 A 3 3 A 4 4 A 5 A 5
s hk . x . .
Now, let t and t be two total integrals, which are )-invertible. If ty1 isA 1 1
the inverse of t then t ) ty1 : H ª B, so for x g Z we have1 A 1
h. x s t h xty1 h .  . A 1 A 2
y1 y1 y1s t h t h t h xt h t h t h .  .  .  .  .  . A 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 A 6
y1 y1 y1s t h xt h t h t h t h t h .  .  .  .  .  . 1 1 1 2 A 3 1 4 1 5 A 6
y1s t h xt h . .  . 1 1 1 2
Remark. This left action on Z is exactly the Ulbrich]Miyashita one cf.
w x.  <  . 47 . Let F be the fixed subfield, i.e., the set x g Z h. x s « h x, ;h g H .
COROLLARY 3.2. If H is cocommutati¨ e the Ulbrich]Miyashita actions on
Z induced by the H-Galois extensions ArB and ErD agree.
Proof. By Corollary 2.3, there is an inclusion of comodule algebras f :
E ª A. Let t : H ª E be a )-invertible total integral. Then f ( t :E E
H ª A is a )-invertible total integral, and its inverse is f ( ty1. Now, theE
corollary follows from the preceding lemma.
LEMMA 3.3. If H is cocommutati¨ e A is an F-algebra.
 .Proof. For x g F and h g H we have h. x s « h x. If a g A then
y1 .a t a g B, so we get0 A 1
ax s a ty1 a t a xty1 a t a s a ty1 a a . x t a .  .  .  .  .  .  . 0 A 1 A 2 A 3 A 4 0 A 1 2 A 3
s a ty1 a « a . x t a s a ty1 a xt a .  .  .  .  . . 0 A 1 2 A 3 0 A 1 A 2
y1s xa t a t a s xa. .  . 0 A 1 A 2
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We recall that if M is a right B-module, then there exists an A-extension
for M iff there exists a homomorphism of comodule algebras t : H ª EE
w x  .8, Thm. 2.3 . The connection between t and the extension M, ( is givenE
by the relation
m ( a m 1 s t S a m m a , ;a g A , ;m g M . .  .  . .B E 1 B 0
 .For any )-invertible total integral t : H ª E, let m t denote theE E
 .corresponding weak action on D see the beginning of this section . Let
 .  <  .  . 4D t be the set x g D m h m x s « h x .E E
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let t be a homomorphism of comodule algebras fromE
 .  .  .H to E. If M, ( is the extension of M defined by t , then End M s D t .E A E
 .Proof. If u g D t , u regarded as an element of E is identified withE
 . .   ..  . .u m I , so t h u m I t S h s « h u m I , ;h g H. So, forB A E 1 B A E 2 B A
any a g A, m g M
u m(a m 1 s u m I t S a m m a .  .  .  . . .B B A E 1 B 0
s t S a t a u m I t S a m m a .  .  .  .  . .  . . E 1 E 2 B A E 3 B 0
s « a t S a u m I m m a .  .  .  . . 2 E 1 B A B 0
s t S a u m m a s u m (a m 1. .  .  . . .  . . E 1 B 0 B
 .  .Therefore u m ( a s u m ( a, ;a g A, ;m g M, as the extension ArB
is faithfully flat. Conversely, from Corollary 2.3 there exists an inclusion of
comodule algebras i: E ª A. The composite of i with t gives us aE
homomorphism of comodule algebras from H to A, so we may identify A
and B a H. Therefore every element of A is uniquely written as a sum
 b h , for some b g B, h g H, where b a h is identified with bh. Usingi i i i i
 . . this notation, by definition of B a H, we have bh xk s bm h mA 1
.x h k, where m is the weak action of H on B. We remark that in2 A
particular H is a subalgebra of A. Let ``.'' denote the right A-module
structure on M m A. For any h g H, m g M, a g A we must prove theB
equality
t h u m I t S h m m a s « h u m I m m a . .  .  .  .  .  .  . . E 1 B A E 2 B B A B
Since all maps are morphisms of right A-modules, we may take a s 1, so
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we get
t h u m I t S h m m 1 .  .  .  . . E 1 B A E 2 B
s t h u m I t S h m m h S h .  .  .  . .  . E 1 B A E 2 B 3 4
s t h u m I t S h m m h .S h .  .  .  .  . . E 1 B A E 2 B 3 4
s t h u m I t S h m m h .S h .  .  .  .  . . E 1 B A E 3 B 2 4
s t h u m ( h m 1 .S h .  .  . . E 1 2 B 3
s t h u m ( h m 1 .S h .  .  . . E 1 2 B 3
s t h t S h u m m h .S h .  .  .  . .  . E 1 E 2 B 3 4
s « h u m m h S h .  .  . 1 B 2 3
s « h u m m 1 .  . B
s « h u m I m m 1 . .  .  .B A B
DEFINITION 3.5. We shall say that the Clifford obstruction is defined if
there exists a division algebra D with center F, such that D , Z m D ,0 F 0
and moreover such an algebra is unique up to conjugacy in D.
For a central division F-algebra as in the above definition we define
V s E D 0. From Theorem 2.4, V is a crossed product and VcoH . s D D 0M M M
s Z. Taking a )-invertible total integral for V and composing it with theM
inclusion V : E we obtain a total integral t : H ª E, which is invertibleM E
 . w xin convolution, and t H : V . In 8, Def. 3.8 , for a crossed productE M
2 .V rZ, we have defined a cohomology class v g H H, Z , such that itM M
vanishes if and only if t is a homomorphism of comodule algebras. WeE
 .recall that v is the class of the 2-cocycle s : H m H ª Z, s h m k sM
 .  . y1 .t h t k t h k .E 1 E 1 E 2 2
LEMMA 3.6. If the Clifford obstruction is defined and we change D , then0
we obtain the same cohomology class v .M
Proof. If Z m D , Z m D , with D and D as above, then byF 0 F 1 0 1
 4 y1 Xdefinition there is d g D R 0 , such that D s dD d . Let t denote1 0 E
the composite of t with the inner automorphism defined by d. Thus, tX :E E
H ª E D1 is a total integral. If s X is the corresponding 2-cocycle, for any
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h, k g H we have
y1X X X Xs h m k s t h t k t h k .  .  .  .  . E 1 E 1 E 2 2
s dt h t k ty1 h k dy1 .  .  . E 1 E 1 E 2 2
y1s ds h m k d s s h m k . .  .
Remark. If there exists an A-extension of a simple B-module M, then
 .the extension is a simple A-module, so End M is a division ring. WeA
shall say that the A-extension has Schur index m if the Schur index of
 .End M is m.A
THEOREM 3.7. Let H be a cocommutati¨ e Hopf algebra and let ArB be a
faithfully flat H-Galois extension. Let M be a stable simple B module, such
that the Clifford obstruction is defined. Then there exists an A-extension of
 .Schur index m such that End M is F-central, if and only if v s 0.A M
 .Proof. Let M, ( be an A-extension of M and let t : H ª E be theE
w xassociated homomorphism of comodule algebras 8, Thm. 2.3 . By Proposi-
 .  .  .tion 3.4, End M s D t so D t is a central F-algebra and its SchurA E E
 .  .index is m. In particular, dim D t s dim D. Thus Z m D t is aF E Z F E
  ..central simple Z-algebra and dim Z m D t s dim D, so the map m:Z F E Z
 .  .Z m D t ª D, m a m x s a x, is an isomorphism of algebras. Then,F E F
 4  . y1by assumption, there exists d g D R 0 such that D t s dDd . IfE
 . D tE . D 0  . y1  .V t s E then V s E s dV t d . Let m t be the weakE M E E
 . D tE .action on D induced by t . We note that Im t : E . Indeed, for anyE E
 .d g D t and h g H, we haveE
t h dt h d s t h dty1 h t h s m t h m d t h .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . E E E 1 E 2 E 3 E 1 E 2
s « h dt h s dt h . .  .  . 1 E 2 E
 .Now because t is a homomorphism of comodule algebras, V t is aE E
 . y1trivial H-crossed product. As V s dV t d it follows that V is alsoM E M
trivial, hence v s 0.M
Conversely, if v s 0 there exists a homomorphism of comodule alge-M
bras from H to V , say t . Let t : H ª E be the composite of theM V EM
inclusion V : E with t . Then t is a homomorphism of comoduleM V EM
 . D 0 w xalgebras and by definition Im t : E . Again using 8, Thm. 2.3 thereE
exists an A-extension of M defined by t . We need only show thatE
 .End M is F-central and that this extension has Schur index m. Indeed,A
 .  .  . D 0by Proposition 3.4, End M s D t . As Im t : E , for any d g DA E E 0
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and h g H we get
m t h m d s t h dty1 h s dt h ty1 h s « h d , .  .  .  .  .  .  . E E 1 E 2 E 1 E 2
 .   ..  .D tE .  .Z D 0  .D Dso D : D t . Since Z D t s D t : D t s D t : D0 E E E E E
 .  .s Z and H acts trivially on D t l Z it follows that D t is F-central.E E
 .Finally, we remark that Z m D t is a central simple Z-algebra, so m:F E
 .  .  .Z m D t ª D, m a m x s a x is injective. Obviously, dim D t sF E F F E
  ..  .dim Z m D t F dim D . This inequality and the inclusion D :Z F E Z 0
 .D t prove that the extension has Schur index m.E
 .We shall denote by E M the set of isomorphism classes of A-exten-m
 .sions, which have index m and such that End M is a central simpleA
F-algebra.
THEOREM 3.8. Let H be a cocommutati¨ e Hopf algebra and let ArB be a
faithfully flat H-Galois extension. Let M be a B-module as in the preceding
theorem. If v s 0 then there exists a one-to-one correspondence betweenM
 . 1 .E M and H H, Z .m
 .Proof. Let T E be the set of maps t: H ª E which are homomor-
 D 0.phisms of comodule algebras. Similarly, we may define T E . For any
X  .t, t g T E we shall say that they are D-conjugate and we shall write
D X X y1 4  .  .t ; t if and only if there exists d g D R 0 such that t h s dt h d ,
for any h g H. For notational convenience we shall write t s dtX dy1 for
 .  .the last equality. If t g T E , let M, ( be the A-extension of M whicht
 .  .corresponds to t. Let T E be the set of all t g T E such that them
 .  .isomorphism class of M, ( belongs to E M .t m
 . DWe shall prove that there exists a bijective map F: T E r ªm ;
 D 0.  .ZT E r . If t g T E , proceeding as in the proof of the Theorem 3.7,; m
 .  .we can show that Z m D t , D so D t and D are conjugate. Let d beF 0
 . y1a nonzero element in D such that D t s dD d . Then we define0
$
D y10 ZF : T E ª T E r , F t s d t d. .  .  .m ;
 4Let us show that F is well defined. If e g D R 0 is another element such
Zy1 y1 y1 y1that dD d s eD e we must prove that d td ; e te. The automor-0 0
 . y1 y1phism u: D ª D , u x s e dx d e is well defined and inner, so let0 0
 . y1 y1 y1 D 0a g D be such that u x s axa . Then a e d g D s Z and0
y1  . D 0 y1 y1e t h e g E . If a s a e d we have
dy1 t h d s ay1ay1ey1 t h eaa s ay1ey1 t h ea . .  .  .
 D 0.Obviously F is surjective, as for any t g T E the class of t is equal
 . D 0with F t( i , where i is the inclusion E : E. Next, let show that
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DX X X y1 y1 .  .  .F t s F t if and only if t ; t . If t s dt d , D t s xD x and0
 X. y1  4  y1 .  y1 y1 .D t s yD y , with x, y g D R 0 then x dy D y d x s D , so0 0 0
proceeding as above there exists a g Z and a g D such that ay1 xy1 dy0
s a . We get y s dy1 xaa , so yy1 tX y s ay1 xy1 txa . Conversely, if xy1 tx s
DX X Xy1 y1 y1 y1 y1 .  .a y t ya , for some a g Z, then t s ya x t ya x , so t ; t .
D 0 .  .D ZTherefore the map F induces a bijective map F: T E r ª T E r .m ; ;
w xNow we apply 8, Thm. 2.6 and Thm. 3.1 to complete the proof of the
theorem.
We shall end this paper showing that the Clifford obstruction is defined
for a large enough class of pointed Hopf algebras, including the group
algebras.
LEMMA 3.9. Let C, D be two cocommutati¨ e coalgebras of finite dimen-
sion.
 .a Let f : C ª D be a surjecti¨ e homomorphism. If C is pointed so is
D.
 .b If C is pointed, and K is any field extension of k then K m C is also
pointed.
 . w xProof. a This part is well known; see, for example, 9, Corollary 5.3.5 .
 . Ub As C is pointed and finite dimensional, C has only a finite
 U .number of maximal ideals and they are of codimension one. Let J C
denote the Jacobson radical of CU. Then by the ``Chinese Remainder
U  U . nTheorem'' there exists a natural number n, Such that C rJ C , k .
U  U . n  U . UTherefore, K m C rJ C , K . The ideal K m J C : K m C is
 U .  U .  U .  U .nilpotent, so K m J C : J K m C . Since K m C rJ K m C is a
U  U . mquotient of K m C rJ C it is isomorphic with K , for some natural
number m. Therefore the maximal ideals of K m CU are of codimension
one.
From the preceding lemma, if H is pointed so is F m H. Since E is an
F-algebra and the extension ErD can be regarded as an F m H-crossed
 .product we may replace H by F m H. Hence, we may suppose and we do
that all algebras are over F. We denote by H the unique maximalinn
subcoalgebra of H which acts inner on B. It is well known that H is ainn
normal Hopf subalgebra since H is cocommutative and is of finite
q q.dimension . Let H be HrH s HrHH where H is the kernel of theinn inn inn
counit of H . We recall that H : H is a faithfully flat HrH -Galoisinn inn inn
w xextension 11, p. 197 . From the above lemma H is also pointed.
We shall suppose that there exists a morphism of coalgebras j: H ª H,
 .such that p ( j s I and j 1 s 1, where p : H ª H is the canonicalH
projection. Let t: H ª E be a total integral which is invertible in convolu-
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y1tion, having the inverse t . If we take t: H ª E, t s t( j, it is easy to see
that t is also a )-invertible total integral. Here E is an H-comodule via p .
coH .  <  . 4Also, it is easily seen that E s x g E r x g D m H . As weinnE
coH .have already explained, t defines a weak action on D s E . We shall
denote this action by v, so
y1v h m d s t h dt h , .  .  . 1 2
y1 y1where t s t ( j, and h, k g H. v induces a weak action on D : D,E
 .   . .since for any h, k g H, v h m d s v j h m d . Moreover, this actionE
on Z gives a structure of H-module algebra, such that for any h g H, and
 .  .x g Z, j h . x s v h m x .
Let s : H m H ª D be the 2-cocycle corresponding to the H-crossed
product ErD and to t, so
y1s h m k s t h t k t h k . .  .  .  . 1 1 2 2
s is invertible in convolution and it is normalized, i.e., for any h g H,
 .  .  .s 1 m h s s h m 1 s « h 1. We recall that a weak action of a Hopf
algebra H on an algebra R, say m: H m R ª R, is called inner if there
exists a )-invertible map u: H ª R such that for any h g H, x g R we
 .  . y1 . y1have m h m x s u h xu h , where u is the inverse of u.1 2
w x In our paper 14 we proved that the map m: H m H m D ª D, m h m k
y1.  .  .m d s s h m k ds h m k defines an inner action of H m H on1 1 2 2
D, so there exists a )-invertible and normalized map u: H m H ª D, such
that for any d g D, h, k g H
y1 y1s h m k ds h m k s u h m k du h m k . 3 . .  .  .  . 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
3 .Let Z H, Z be the kernel of d . In the paper cited above we have also3
3 .shown that there exists a 3-cocycle f g Z H, Z , such that for h, k, g g H,
 .v h1 u k m g u h m k g .  /1 1 2 2 2
s f h m k m g u h m k u h k m g , 4 . .  /  /1 1 1 2 2 3 3 2
vh.  .where, for d g D and h g H, d s v h m d . The cohomology class of
w xf is not altered if we change t, j, or u, to conform to 14 .
THEOREM 3.10. Suppose that H is pointed cocommutati¨ e and there exists
 .j: H ª H a morphism of coalgebras such that p ( j s I and j 1 s 1. If theH
w xextension F : Z is separable and the 3-cohomology class f ¨anishes, then
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there exists an F-central di¨ ision algebra D , such that D , Z m D . More-0 F 0
w xo¨er, if Z : F and dim D are coprime, D is unique up to conjugacy in D.Z 0
X X2 .  .Proof. Let f g C H, Z be such that d f s f. Let u be as above.2
 .  X.y1From Eq. 4 , t s f ) f is a )-invertible, normalized 2-cocycle, so
 .v h1 t k m g t h m k g s t h m k t h k m g . .  .  /  /1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
X .Since Im f : Z and u may be chosen such that for d g D and h, k g H
vh .v k . v h k .1 1 2 2d u h m k s u h m k d , 5 . .  .  . 2 2 1 1
 .it is easy to see that if in 5 we replace u by t the equation still holds.
XThen we may construct the H-crossed product E s D a H.t
 .  .  .  .Let Out D s Aut D rInn D , where Aut D is the group of all alge-
 .bra automorphisms of D, and Inn D is the subgroup of inner automor-
phisms. Let G be the set of group-like elements of H, and let f :
 .G ª Out D be the morphism which associates to g g G the class of
y1 .  . .  .  .v g , where v g d s t g dt g .
 .  .  .  .Let Outder D s Der D rInnder D , where Der D is the space ofF
 .all F-derivations of D, and Innder D is the subspace of inner derivations.
 .  .Let P H be the set of primitive elements of H and let c : P H ª
 .  .Outder D be the linear map which associates to x g P H the class of
 .  . .  .the deviation v x , where v x d s v x m d .
Let us show that EX is a simple algebra and that the centralizer of D in
X w x XE is Z. To conform to 13, Cor. 5.7 , we must show that E rD is
 . X  .X D, Z -outer. Indeed, from the definition of H , E rD is X D, F -inn
w xouter, so from 13, Cor. 5.5 , we get that f and c are injective. We shall
X  . w xshow that E rD is X D, Z -outer, again using 13, Cor. 5.7 . There is a
 .  .canonical map c : Z m P H ª Outder D which is induced by c . WeZ F
 .must show that c is injective. It is well known that Outder D sZ
1 . H D, D Hochschild cohomology of the F-algebra D with coefficient in
.D . The extension F : Z is separable, so D is a separable algebra, i.e., D
 opp. 1 . 1  .oppis projective D m D -module. Hence H D, D s Ext D, DF Dm DF
 .s 0. Since c is injective it follows that P H s 0, so c is obviouslyZ
injective.
We have proved that EX is simple and that the centralizer of D in EX is
exactly Z. Now, we shall prove that EX is F-central. Let us remark that
X XX E X D X EE : E s Z and that the action of H of E is trivial, so this set is
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 X . X Zincluded in F. It follows that Z E s F, so E s D, which conforms to
w x1, Thm. IV.13 . We end the proof of the first assertion of the theorem
w xusing 5, Thm. 4.1 .
The second part of the theorem may be proved in the same way that the
w xsecond part of 3, Thm. 4.4, pp. 390]391 was proved.
w x < <COROLLARY 3.11. Let G be a finite group and H s k G . If G and m
are coprime then the Clifford obstruction is defined.
w xProof. In this case H s k N , where N is a normal subgroup of G.inn
Xw xThen H s k GrN , so we may construct j: H ª H, choosing a map j :
GrN ª G, which is a right inverse of the canonical projection p : G ª
X X .GrN and such that j 1 s 1. Then we extend j by linearity. As in the
w x w x 3 .proof of 3, Lemma 4.7 we may show that f s 0, since H H, Z s
3  ..H G, U Z . Now we apply the preceding theorem.
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